swimming pool and spa tile
Swimming Pool and Spa Tile

Go off the deep end with the latest in styles, patterns, and colors of pool and spa tile. Choose from classics in vibrant blues and shimmering golds to fresh new patterns in subtle mauve and teal shades. Rich colors...striking patterns...and durable frost-proof quality assure year after carefree year of enjoyment for family and friends.

Aster

Rich colors, subtle textures that capture and reflect the ever-changing patterns of light and shade...to complement any pool or spa. Frost-proof porcelain mosaic tile with locked-in beauty to provide years of durable, maintenance-free enjoyment.

New Galaxy

A brilliant new combination of blending an unusual pattern with an embossed design of distinctive colors creates this new series of frost-proof porcelain tiles. Embossed ‘Dal-Linear’ border-liners enrich this galactic series.

Environmode

A frost-proof glazed 3” x 3” Stoneware body series. Eleven glazed colors available; three bold chromatic colors (KA-332 Cobalt Blue illustrated below), and eight colors in pottery type glazes. These glazes vary slightly in color from tile to tile creating a rich overall mosaic effect.
Aquarius

A radiant spa series projecting delicate floral patterns on durable kiln fired glazes. Strong, vibrant, multi-colored combinations with the frost-proof durability of modern porcelain body tiles. These slim-line 1½-inch units permit smooth flowing installation on tight radius; whether concave or convex.

Diamond Solitaire

The majestic Diamond Solitaire sparkles from its contrasting, yet harmonizing background setting. The beautiful center pattern is kiln fired on frost-proof porcelain mosaic tile. This bold 6" x 6" pattern is ideally suited for swimming pools.

Reef

An unexpected new shade for a classic beauty. This unique two-tone frost-proof porcelain tile with embossed patterning is unequalled for durability. Slimline 1½" units suit even a sharp radius...convex or concave...with style.

Available in Florida only.
Reflections
New designer shades of rich mauve and teal in a 3” x 3” size create simply beautiful pools or spas. Subtle variations in hue add to its understated elegance. Fired on a porcelain frost-proof tile for years of worry-free fun.

NIR-38 AQUA MARINE  NIR-39 JASMINE

Regency
A regal new series that creates an elegant ambiance for all architectural concepts. This frost-proof porcelain tile simplifies installation with its basic unit size of 3” x 6”.

DAL-1951 ALBERTA ROSE
DAL-1954 WINDSOR BLUE
DAL-1953 VICTORIA WHITE

Starlight
Intricate patterning adds interest in five versatile shades. Frost-proof durability is fired into every porcelain tile for years of maintenance-free use in any climate. Basic 3” x 6” units surround just about any pool or spa with ease.

SL-1 WHITE/BROWN  SL-2 BLUE/BROWN
SL-3 LILAC/PURPLE  SL-5 GREY/ROSE  SL-6 DARK GREY/ROSE
Riviera
A unique new pattern in three new designer shades. Four triangular units center around a colorful floral decorative accent. A refreshingly different design for pools that promise year after year of frost-proof brilliance in any climate.

#21 ROSE
#22 BLUE GREY
#23 NUTMEG

Seashell
A pattern within a pattern... this unique frost-proof embossed pattern elevates the classic seashell to new heights. Three-part design borders on the magnificent... top to bottom. Six softer, subtler shades from classic to contemporary.
Available in Florida only.

NSD-20 BEIGE
NSD-30 BLUEBERRY
NSD-40 SALMON
NSD-50 TEAL
NSD-60 STEEL GREY
NSD-70 GREY

Tulip
Delicately crafted floral patterned and border-embossed units available in five shades. Versatile, durable porcelain mosaic series blossom in pool and spa alike. Frost-proof quality assures full-bloom beauty... season after season.

2” x 2” and 3” x 3” accents available in all colors.

FG-1 BONE
FG-2 ROYAL BLUE
FG-5 GREY
FG-7 TEAL
España Series

A beautiful frost-proof porcelain tile that combines the Old World elegance of early Spanish artisans with the permanence and durability of modern technology. Convenient, economical installation.

Dal-Keystone

Unglazed impervious porcelain ceramic mosaics provide form and function unsurpassed by any comparable products. Commercial swimming pools afford the opportunity to custom design decks, wall and pool areas that are not only striking in appearance, but have low maintenance and lasting durability. These pools have a high usage factor that are subject to extremes with constant soaking, body oils and purifying chemicals. Devasting to most materials, these merely become good reasons for specifying Dal-Keystone porcelain ceramic mosaics. Dal-Keystone's complete line of trim shapes for both conventional and surface installation permit unlimited design versatility. A variety of configurations can be designed with readily available trim as illustrated.

Dal-Keystone ceramic mosaics are available in 2" x 2" and 1" x 1" in a full palette of over 60 colors. The integral colors are blended throughout the entire porcelain body. Shown are a few standard pattern designs that can be produced with your individual color selections Dal-Keystone Division is capable of producing your custom patterns within the limitations of standard unit sizes and shapes.
Dal-Colonials

Inspired designs by Old World craftsmen...these six patterns are non-frost-proof available as a 6" x 6" solid unit and are suitable for pool and spa use in frost-free areas.

Surf Cap Tile

Over 100 color combinations can be achieved utilizing trim and field tiles. Trim unit A-7250 2" x 6" is used as coping with 6" x 6" tile as shown in illustration. Non frost-proof. Individual units are joined with silicone rubber by tile setter prior to installation.

Commercial Pool Applications

Harmonizing tile lettering, depth markers, racing lanes and a myriad of color designs and configurations are all available in durable, virtually maintenance free Dal-Keystone ceramic mosaics.

Handrail & Curb Detail

CERAMIC MOSAICS
S-812
SLOPE TO DRAIN

Pool Racing Lanes

Depth Markers
Pre-mounted in choice of colors on special order.